EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS: PreK through 2nd grade

Programs are suitable for classes of 30 students or less.

PRICING:
$125 for each hour long class
$750 for 6-8 classes
$1125 for 9-12 classes

Travel Fees may apply outside of Tarrant County.

★ Snail Science
Using live snails, your students will have the opportunity to explore scientific concepts such as investigation, observation, comparison and classification. Science tools such as hand lenses and pipettes may also be used (depending on grade level) for this program.

★ Explorations with Magnets
During your program students will engage in a variety of activity stations as they learn about the properties of magnets. Students will develop a better understanding of what a magnet is, what is magnetic, and attraction/repulsion.

★ Wonderful Water
Water is everywhere! Students will have an opportunity to examine the properties of water and learn about the water cycle. Evaporation, condensation, precipitation and transpiration are all discussed.

★ Incredible Insects
Join us and learn all about the incredible insects around us! Your students will learn about the parts of insects, examine different insects from our collection, and create an insect craft using symmetry.